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Abstract

East�West migration in Germany peaked at the beginning of the ��s although

the average wage gap between Eastern and Western Germany continues to aver�

age about ���� We analyze the propensity to migrate using microdata from the

German Socioeconomic Panel� Fitting a parametric Generalized Linear Model

�GLM� yields nonlinear residual behavior� This 	nding is not compatible with

classical Marshallian theory of migration and motivates the semiparametric anal�

ysis� We estimate a Generalized Partial Linear Model �GPLM� where some com�

ponents of the index of explanatory variables enter nonparametrically� We 	nd

the estimate of the nonparametric in
uence in concordance with a number of

alternative migration theories� including the recently proposed option�value�of�

waiting theory�
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� Introduction

German East�West migration has been the subject of several recent papers� Using

microdata from the German Socio Economic Panel� Burda ������� B�uchel and Schwarze

����	� and Schwarze ����
� empirically investigate this issue� Especially interesting is

the fact that� although migration peaked in the early ����s following uni�cation� the

gap between average Eastern and Western wages remains about �� as of �����

We take the empirical �ndings of Burda ������ as our point of departure� We

reanalyze the data by estimating a Generalized Linear Model �GLM� but �nd that

the GLM does not provide a satisfactory �t� Estimating a semiparametric Generalized

Partial Linear Model �GPLM� reveals a nonlinear in�uence of household income on

the propensity to migrate form East to West� The functional form of this relationship

can not be captured by a quadratic parametric �t�

We argue that the nonlinear in�uence of income on migration� while not implied by

classical economic theory of migration� is compatible with the option value approach

proposed by Dixit and Pindyck ����	� and applied recently to the migration decision

by Burda ������ and O�Connell ������� In this approach migration is viewed as an

investment with uncertain returns and irrecoverable �xed costs� Postponing migra�

tion means avoiding the �xed cost and observing part of the uncertain future while

leaving the possibility of migrating open� thus implying an option value of postponing

migration�

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows� In the following section we

present a brief discussion of the classical �Marshallian� theory of migration behavior� In

section � we introduce the data and discuss how facts and theory play together� Results

from �tting a parametric GLM to the data are presented in section 	� As we shall

see� standard Logit analysis does not appear to su�ciently capture the phenomenon

underlying the observations� We therefore turn to a more �exible setting by allowing

some components to take a nonparametric form� These semiparametric Generalized

Partial Linear Models �GPLM� are described and estimated in sections �� In section


 we discuss our �ndings in the light of option value theory� Section � concludes the

paper�

� Some Theoretical Considerations

Since Ravenstein�s pathbreaking work on the determinants of migration more than

a century ago� income has been the focus of economists� attempts to explain spatial





mobility� More precisely� the di�erence between income at home �WE� and the income

attainable by migrating �WW � has been singled out as the key explanatory variable�

A forward�looking agent will not only care about the current income di�erential

�which we assume is known� but also about future income di�erentials� That is� he

will consider the expected present value �net of the income stream obtainable from

not�migrating� of the income stream he will receive if he decides to migrate�

But even if this expected present value is positive the agent may not migrate if the

�xed costs of migrating are su�ciently high� Such �xed costs will include pecuniary

components associated with physically moving a household from one place to another�

In addition� moving away means leaving behind an environment one was accustomed

to as well as friends and family members�

Following classical ��Marshallian�� economic theory� we may therefore say that a

rational� forward�looking agent will migrate if the expected present value of the income

stream from migrating exceeds the �xed cost� or if the expected net present value from

migrating �net of �xed costs� is positive� Incorporating risk aversion will change the

trigger rule� but at most by a constant amount which would depend on the relative

riskiness of the options and individual preferences�

Under a number of weak assumptions about the stochastic process generating rela�

tive income� the expected present value of future gains from migration will be a function

of the current observed income di�erential� and for plausible assumptions this relation�

ship will be linear� For instance� if absolute per�period� East�West income di�erential

�t � WW
t �WE

t follows an arithmetic Brownian process with negatived drift �� then

the expected present value of migration is given by V m � ����������� where � denotes

the discount rate and �� the current income di�erential� �

Let the �xed monetary costs �including monetary equivalent of utility loss from

moving� be given by F or f and denote the migration decision by the binary variable

Y �Y � � �� migration�� Then the decision rule for a rational agent can be formally

written as�

Y � � if V m �
�

�
��� � ���� � F � �

Y � � otherwise ���

Figure � shows the prediction of the theory� The dashed straight line depicts the

net present value of migrating� V m� as a function of the current income di�erential�

The slope of the straight line is given by ���� If the income di�erential equals zero the

�Alternatively� suppose that the relative di
erential �t � �WW
t �WE

t �WW
t � ln�WW

t � ln�WE
t 

follows a geometric Brownian motion with negative drift �	 Then we can write d�t � ���t� ��tdz

where dz is a Wiener di
usion process	 In this case the expected present discounted value of relative

di
erentials at t � � is simply ����� � �	 In case of a known �nite rest of life T � the value is

����� exp��� ����� ��

�
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Figure �� Marshallian decision rule for migrating as a function of the wage gap

net present value from migrating is essentially equal to the negative value of the �xed

costs �point labeled ��xed cost��� If the income di�erential equals the �Marshallian

trigger� then the net present value is exactly zero� Any income di�erential exceeding

this trigger implies migration while income di�erentials smaller than the trigger imply

the opposite�

The theory delivers a clear prediction that an increase in current income will decrease

migration propensity for a given set of alternatives available in the West� This is

depicted is Figure  which graphs the net present value of migrating as a function of

the current income in the East �WE
� ��

� The Data

In the empirical analysis we use data drawn from the German Socio Economic Panel

�GSOEP�� The GSOEP is a representative panel survey of German households that

was extended to the former East in ����� We use ��
� observations from the GSOEP�s

second East�German wave which was collected in the spring of ���� �time t � ��� All

calculations were carried out with the statistical computing environment XploRe�

In the wave of the GSOEP considered� there are only a few actual migrants� We

therefore use migration propensity ��intention�� as the dependent variable Y � The

theoretical discussion of the previous section has focused on the income di�erential

between host region and home region and the �xed cost of migrating as the key ex�
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Figure � NPV of migrating as a function of WE
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planatory variables� Yet� measuring both quantities poses a challenge� Regarding the

income di�erential� we are faced with the problem that the potential income in the

West is not observable� Hence� some imputation is generally necessary�

Since Germany shares the same institutions and language one could assume that

upon migration eastern Germans are able to employ at least some component of their

human capital� earning �western returns� for their attributes� at least up to a �macroe�

conomic� constant�

One natural approach to estimating WW
� or wW

� is to employ estimates of a tradi�

tional earnings equation of the Mincer type� which attributes observed wages to either

market �returns� multiplied by observable measures of human capital endowment �edu�

cation� experience� training� tenure� or to attributes unobservable to the econometrician

modeled as a random disturbance�

But estimating this relation on a sample of Westerners will most likely produce

estimates that will seriously su�er from selection bias� Moreover� it is unclear how to

use these estimates to calculate an imputed Western wage for those Easterners who are

registered as unemployed or out of the labor force� Rather than producing spurious

�ndings based on biased estimates of the West�East income di�erential we decided to

include income in the East only� We shall discuss the observed facts� though� as a

function of the income di�erential in section 
�

The GSOEP data provides a multitude of variables that arguably are related to

the intention to migrate from the East to the West� Starting from a set of roughly ��

�



potential explanatory variables considered in the empirical analysis of Burda ������

we used economic intuition and statistical selection criteria to limit the number of

explanatory variables� This was merely done for better exposition of the facts� The

proposed statistical method is valid for any dimension of the vector of explanatory

variables�

Mean S�D� expected e�ect

Y migration intention ���	 �	��

X� female ���� ����

X� partner ���	 ���� �

X� owner �� �	
� �

X� family�friends in west ���� ��� �

X� unemployed�jobloss certain ���
 ���� �

X� environmental satisfaction ��� �	 �

X� city size � ������ �� �	��

X� city size ���������� ��	 �	�	

X	 university degree ���� ���

X�� age ���	 ��� �

min� ��� max 
�

X�� household income ����� ��	��

min� ��� max� 	���

Table �� Summary Statistics

Summary statistics for Y and the explanatory variables are given in Table �� Pres�

ence of a partner� home�ownership and increasing age are expected to increase the

�xed cost of migrating whereas relatives or friends in the West supposedly have the

opposite e�ect� Age will also in�uence the migration decision via the discount rate�

The variable environmental satisfaction is measured on a scale from � ��very unhappy

with environmental conditions�� to �� ��very happy �� and can therefore be expected

to have a negative in�uence on migration propensity� The sign of the coe�cients of

the gender� city size and education variables is rather unclear apriori�

We have separated age and household income from the remaining explanatory

variables in the table as �for the purposes of this study� they can be regarded as

continuous explanatory variables�

� Parametric Estimation Results

Collect the explanatory variables described in the previous section into the vector x�

The goal of the empirical analysis is to estimate the probability of migration intention�






i�e� E�Y jx� � Prob�Y � �jx�� A natural starting point for estimating this probability

is �tting a parametric GLM� More precisely� we estimated a Logit model�

Although this model is well known we brie�y discuss it here� This is helpful in

contrasting it with the semiparametric model to be discussed in section ��

The parametric Logit model is based on two assumptions �

� Latent�variable assumption

Y � � if Y � � xT� � u � �

Y � � otherwise ��

That is� underlying the observable binary dependent variable Y is an unobserved�

latent variable Y �� assumed to be the sum of a linear index of the explanatory

variables x �common to all individuals in this study� and an individual error term

u Here � is a vector of unknown coe�cients that has to be estimated from the

data�

� Distributional assumption

Let Fujx��� denote the cumulative distribution function �cdf� of u conditional on

x� The Logit model assumes that Fujx is the logistic distribution function for all

x�

Combining both assumptions gives

E�Y jx� � Prob�Y � �jx� � f� � exp��xT��g�� ���

As usual� G�u� � f� � exp��u�g�� is called the �inverse� link function�

Table  gives the Maximum Likelihood Logit estimates of �� Most coe�cients have

the expected sign� age� a partner� home ownership and environmental satisfaction

reduce migration propensity whereas family or friends in the West and poor labor

market prospects in the East have the opposite e�ect�

The estimated coe�cient of the linear logit speci�cation suggests that migration

propensity signi�cantly increase with household income� Figures � and 	 re�ect the

actual dependence of the response Y on variables age and income� We have plotted

each variable versus the logits

logit � log

� bp
�� bp

�

where bp are the relative frequencies for Y � � �migration intention�� Essentially� these

logits are obtained from classes of neighbored realizations �where the range of either

age or income has been divided into �� equidistant intervals�� In case that bp was � or

�



dependent variable� migration intention

Variable estim� coe�� t�ratio

cons ���
	 ���	

female ���� �����

partner ���� ����

owner ����
 �����

family�friends in west �
	� ��
�

unemployed ��� �	

environmental satisfaction ����� ����

city size � ������ ����� ���
�

city size ���������� ���	� ����

university degree �	�� ���


age ����� ��	���

household income ������ �

sample size� ��
�� log likelihood� ������

Table � Logit Estimates

�� several classes have been joint� Thicker bullets correspond to more observations in

a class�

Figure � shows that age has an almost linear in�uence on migration intention�

whereas the relationship between income and migration intention follows a slightly U�

shaped curve� Economic theory stresses the importance of income as an explanatory

variable� From the perspective of building a satisfactory statistical model income �

being a continuous variable � should be entered in a nonlinear way�

If we include the square of household income as an additional regressor then both

income coe�cients are individually insigni�cant� This �nding may lead an analyst to

conclude that income does not have a nonlinear in�uence� Yet� if we add income cubed

as a regressor to the model that already includes income and income squared then all

three income coe�cients are individually as well as jointly signi�cant� These �ndings

are summarized in Table �� It should be noted� though� that the signi�cance level for

the cubic model was not Bonferroni corrected to incorporate the fact that we previously

reject the quadratic model�

Rather than continuing with the re�nement of this parametric speci�cation we de�

cided to estimate a semiparametric Generalized Partial Linear Model which allows the

data to freely determine the shape of the in�uence of income on migration propensity�

By means of generalized additive modeling this can be extended to the variable age as

well� An analysis of this model yielded a linear dependence of migration propensity

on age �as in Figure ��� We therefore included only income as a possible nonlinear

candidate�

�
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Figure �� Marginal in�uence of age on migration intention� visualized
by logits on classes of age
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Figure 	� Marginal in�uence of income on migration intention� visu�
alized by logits on classes of income

� Semiparametric Estimation Results

Before turning to estimates� we will brie�y introduce the generalized partially linear

model �GPLM�� The GPLM assumes that the mean of Y is related to an index of

�



Variable estim� coe�� t�ratio

�quadratic� model

household income �������� ������

household income� ��	
e��� ����

�cubic� model

household income �����
	�� �����

household income� ����e��� ��


household income� ����e��� �����

dependent variable� migration intention

same regressors as above besides income

Table �� Parametric speci�cation search

explanatory variables via a known link function G� In the particular GPLM used below

we will take G to be the distribution function of the logistic distribution� i�e� G��� �
��f� � exp����g�

Contrary to the Logit model of the previous section the index of explanatory vari�

ables is comprised of a linear parametric component and a nonparametric component�

That is� the GPLM assumes that

E�Y jx� t� � GfxT� �m�t�g� �	�

where �in a slight abuse of notation� we have collected the explanatory variables that

enter the argument ofG��� linearly in the p�� vector x� and those that enter nonlinearly

in the q � � vector of variables t� The unknown quantities that need to be estimated

are the parameter vector � and the unknown function m���� Note that there is no

intercept parameter since it can be absorbed into the nonparametric part m�t�� In

the empirical analysis x will � with the exception of age � be made up of discrete

�categorical� variables while t solely contains household income�

The estimation methods for model �	� are based on the idea that an estimate b� can

be found for known m���� and an estimate cm��� can be found for known �� In what

follows we will concentrate on pro�le likelihood estimation which goes back to Severini

and Wong ������ Severini and Staniswalis ����	��

Denote by L��� y� the individual log�likelihood� where � � E�Y jx� t� � GfxT� �

m�t�g� The pro�le likelihood uses two di�erent likelihood functions for the estimation

of the parametric and semiparametric components� The usual likelihood for n i�i�d�

observations �xi� ti� yi�

L��� �
nX
i
�

L
n
�Txi �m��ti�� yi

o
���

��



is used to obtain b� and a �smoothed� likelihood

Lh�	� �
nX
i
�

Kh�t� ti�L
�
�Txi � 	� yi

�
�
�

for the nonparametric smooth function cm��t� � 	 at point t�

The computational algorithm consists in searching maxima of both likelihoods si�

multaneously� A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in the Appendix�

It turns out that the resulting estimator b� is
p
n�consistent and asymptotically nor�

mal� and that estimators cm � cmb� are consistent in supremum norm� see Severini and

Staniswalis ����	��

Table 	 gives the GPLM estimates of � in a model that includes the same explana�

tory variables as the Logit �t of Table � The Logit estimates and their t�ratios are also

reported to conveniently compare results across the di�erent approaches� In general�

dependent variable� migration intention

GPLM estimates Logit estimates

Variable coe�� t�ratio coe�� t�ratio

female ����� ����� ���� �����

partner ���� ��		 ���� ����

owner ����
� ����� ����
 �����

family�friends in west ��
	� ���	 �
	� ��
�

unemployed ���
 �� ��� �	

environmental satisfaction ����
 ���	� ����� ����

city size � ������ ���
�� ���	� ����� ���
�

city size ���������� ����� ���� ���	� ����

university degree ��	�� ��	� �	�� ���


age ����� ��	��� ����� ��	���

sample size� ��
�� log likelihood� �������� GPLM bandwidth� ���

Table 	� GPLM Estimates

the GPLM estimates are very close to their Logit counterparts�

In terms of the GPLM� income plays the role of the variable t in �	�� The estimated

in�uence of income is depicted in Figure �� with income on the horizontal axis and the

estimate of m�t� on the vertical axis� The highly nonlinear estimate of m�t� strongly

contrasts with the linear in�uence of income implied by the Logit model which we have

also included in Figure ��

The GPLM �t suggests a U�shaped in�uence over the range of income values that

carry most of the mass of the income distribution� The bandwidth h underlying the

estimate of m�t� was set equal to h � ��� but a U�shaped estimate is obtained for a

range of values of h�

��
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Figure �� In�uence of the net household income on migration propensity

The visual impression of Figure � suggests that the estimate of m�t� signi�cantly

deviates from the estimated linear in�uence of the parametric GLM �t� We use a test

procedure to formally test that m�t� is a linear function�

H� � m�t� � 
 t� 
o �

H� � m�t� is an arbitrary smooth function�

This test is based on comparing the semiparametric estimates with the parametric

estimates

� e�� e
� e
o� � arg min
�����o

nX
i
�

L
h
GfxTi � � 
 ti � 
og � yi

i
� ���

where 
 denotes the coe�cient of income and 
o the constant in the parametric �t�

A test of the hypothesis GLM �logit model� against the alternative of a GPLM

may be based on the likelihood ratio statistic� Denote by e�i � G�xTi
e� � e
 t � e
o� the

parametric GLM �t and by b�i � GfxTi b��cm�t�g the GPLM �t� Hastie and Tibshirani

������ propose to use

R � 
nX
i
�

L�b�i� yi�� L�e�i� yi� ���

which has heuristically a distribution that is similar to a �� distribution� However� the

degrees of freedom for the GPLM need to be replaced by an approximate value and

theoretic distribution of R is unknown�

H�ardle� Mammen and M�uller ����
� propose a modi�cation of the test statistic R�

This modi�cation is based on the fact that a direct comparison of cm�t� and e
 t � e
o
�



can be misleading because cm has a non�negligible smoothing bias� This holds even

under the linearity hypothesis� Hence� a bias�corrected parametric estimate m�t� is

used instead of e
 t� e
o�
Using this bias�corrected m�t� the following modi�ed likelihood�ratio test statistic

is computed

RM � 
nX
i
�

L�b�i� b�i�� L��i� b�i�� ���

where �i � GfxTi e� � fm�ti�g is the bias corrected GLM �t and b�i the GPLM �t as

before�

H�ardle et al� ����
� show asymptotic normality of RM � The proof of this result is

based on showing that the asymptotic expansion of RM behaves approximately like

a sum of O�h� independent summands� This is typically not very large and indeed

simulations show that the normal approximation need not work well for RM �M�uller�

������ Therefore� for the calculation of quantiles� it is recommended to use the the

following bootstrap procedure�

�� Generate samples fY �
� � � � � � Y

�
n g under the parametric hypothesis with E��Y �

i � �

G�xTi
e��e
 ti�� Here E� and denotes the conditional expectation given �x�� t�� � � � � xn� tn��

� Calculate estimates b���cm�� e��� e
��fm� based on the bootstrap samples f�x�� t�� Y �
� ��

� � �� �xn� tn� Y
�
n �g� Furthermore� calculate test the statistic RM�� Repeat this n�

times� The quantiles of the distribution of RM can be estimated by the quantiles

of the conditional distribution of RM��

Since in our case the distribution of Y is completely speci�ed by EY � � � G�xT� �


 t�
o� �under linearity hypothesis� we resample from the Bernoulli distribution with

parameters e�i � G�xTi
e� � e
 ti � e
o� �the parametric GLM �t��

h ��� �� ��� ��� ��	

R ���� ���� ����� ����� ����


RM ����� ���
� ����� ��
� ��
�

RM� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Table �� Observed signi�cance levels for linearity test for migration
data� n � ��
�� �� bootstrap replications� Bandwidth h in � of
range of household income

Table � shows the result of both test procedures for the GLM vs� the GPLM� With

RM we denote the test using test statistic ���� where the test has been carried out using

the normal approximation� RM� bootstrap denotes the results for the bootstrapped

quantiles of RM � Since an optimal bandwidth choice for the GPLM is not known�

all tests were performed for a sequence of bandwidths� However� we can recognize

��



a clear rejection of the linearity hypothesis across all bandwidths for the R and the

bootstrapped RM�� The normal approximation for RM works bad for higher bandwidth

levels as was already indicated above�

� Explaining the Results� Alternative Theories

In the previous section we have found a signi�cant nonlinear relationship between

migration propensity� This is at variance with the linear relationship implied by the

classical theory of migration outlined in section � In this section we will brie�y outline

theoretic models of migration that may rationalize the shape of the estimate of Figure ��

Option Value Theory

One limiting aspect of the Marshallian theory of migration of section  is its �all�or�

nothing� aspect� either migration occurs now or never� The work of Dixit and Pindyck

����	� and others has shown that postponement of the decision without forsaking

it can be a valuable option under a large class of irrevocable investment problems�

Heuristically� if the agent has the ability to delay a decision� he or she can acquire

more information and increase the likelihood that the decision will not be regretted in

the future� Following Burda ������ we will outline how these option�value arguments

may be applied to the migration problem�

In section  we derived classical economics� rule for the migration decision�

Y � � if V m �
�

�
��� � ���� � F � �

Y � � otherwise ����

Migrating today means incurring the �xed cost F and forgoing the current and future

income in the sending region� This opportunity cost of migrating is incorporated in

���� since ��� is the expected present value of the income stream from migrating net

of the income stream obtainable by not�migrating�

Migrating today� however� also means forgoing the opportunity to postpone migra�

tion� This opportunity has positive �expected� value today because waiting brings

more information about the future while it leaves open the possibility to still migrate

should the future evolve favorably �or not to migrate in the unfavorable case��

We will denote this opportunity cost of migrating today as V o and refer to it as the

option value of waiting� Certainly� it will be a function of the current wage di�erential

�� � WW
� �WE

� � V
o is equal to what one is willing to pay for the option to postpone the

migration decision rather than having to decide now or never� It can be calculated as

�	



the di�erence between the expected net present value from postponing migration� V p�

and the expected net present value from migrating today� V m� See Dixit and Pindyck

����	� for several instructive numerical examples� We give a graphical illustration in

Figure 
�
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Figure 
� The Option Value of Waiting

Figure 
 graphs V o �kinked curve in the lower panel�� V p �the positively sloped curve

in the upper panel� and V m �the dashed straight line in the upper panel� as functions

of the current income di�erential�

If the current wage di�erential is below MT �the �Marshallian trigger�� immediate

migrating does not have positive net value �V m � ��� Hence� V o� �which is the amount

a rational agent is willing to pay for the option to postpone investment� is just equal

to V p�

If the current wage di�erential is between MT and OT ��option�value trigger�� then

immediate migration has positive expected value and hence V o � V p � V m� We have

displayed the values V o as vertical bars in the upper panel for selected values of the

current wage di�erential�

If the current wage di�erential is above OT then V o is zero� the current wage

di�erential is so large that any further postponement of migration has zero value�

��



It appears from Figure 
 that V o has the opposite shape as the estimated relationship

of the previous section� But V o is the option value of postponing migration� That

is� high values of V o imply a low propensity to migrate and vice versa� This is clearly

evident if we rewrite the �classical� decision rule ���� to incorporate the option value

of waiting�

Y � � if
�

�
��� � ���� � F � V o���� � �

Y � � otherwise ����

As a consequence� to graphically see the implication of the option value theory on

executing the migration option we have to �ip around V o which produces a U�shaped

relationship� This has been done in Figure ��
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Figure �� Option Value of Waiting as an opportunity cost of migrating now

One may raise the objection to the previous discussion that it is arguing in terms

of the income di�erential while the empirical analysis is employing income in the East

only� Figures � and � try to clarify this point�

The top panel of Figure � is a repetition of the lower panel of Figure 
� It plots the

option value of waiting against the West�East income di�erential� The middle panel

of Figure � plots the �hypothetical� Western income �vertical axis� versus the Eastern

income� The lower straight line is the 	� degree line whereas the upper straight line

corresponds to the hypothesis that the Western income is proportionally higher for

each given level of Eastern income� Now suppose that the option value of postponing

migration is depending on the income di�erential as depicted in the top panel of Figure

�� Then� under the hypothesis of the middle panel� the option value of postponing

�




Option Value of Waiting
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Figure �� Eastern income versus Western income

migration plotted as a function of the income in the East �lower panel� has the same

shape as if it is plotted as a function of the income di�erential�

Similarly� Figure � shows that di�erent hypothesis about the relationship between

Eastern and Western income still preserve the nonlinearity of the option value � re�

gardless whether it is plotted as a function of the income di�erential or income in the

East� Speci�cally� the parabola in the middle panel of this �gure re�ects the hypoth�

esis that Easterners with a low income �expect to� receive a relatively high Western

income� those with a mid�range income receive a rather small increase in the West and

individuals with a high Eastern income expect a relatively strong increase in income

by moving to the West� Under this assumption about the relationship between income

in the East and income in the West� and under the assumption that the option value

of waiting depends on the current West�East income di�erential as depicted in the top

panel of Figure �� we obtain the nonlinear relationship between the option value and

income in the East as shown in the lower panel of Figure ��

While the previous discussion has demonstrated the ability of option value theory

to rationalize the estimated relationship between income and migration propensity� it

has by no means incorporated all theoretical aspects of the migration decisions� In the

remainder of this section we will therefore brie�y discussion some of the issues that

have been ignored up to this point�

��
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Figure �� relationship between Eastern and Western income

Risk�aversion� Income e�ects and the demand for immobility

In the previous discussion� there is no mention of risk aversion nor the possibility that

increasing wealth or income could increase the demand for immobility or mobility� de�

pending on the utility function� This hypothesis has been put forward and investigated

by� among others Faini and Venturini ������ and Faini and Venturini ����	�� Assuming

current place of residence is a normal good� the income e�ect of higher absolute wages

at home implies a lower propensity to migrate� �Alternatively� wealthier individuals

may seek to �ee their in�laws by moving� reducing dependence on relatives� etc��

In general� curvature in the utility function �as opposed to strict linearity in previous

sections� will lead to a reduced valuation of the migration decision if the primary source

of uncertainty is in income abroad� An exception is Stark ������ who shows that in

some cases migration may serve a function of risk diversi�cation or reduction� Below

we show an example of how introducing curvature in the utility function �risk aversion�

decreasing marginal utility� could a�ect the valuation of the migration decision without

considering any option value� In the net� this reasoning predicts either a negative or a

positive e�ect of absolute income on migration propensities�

��



Borrowing constraints and liquidity e�ects

Suppose that a component of moving costs F � realistically� must be paid in cash� and

cannot be �nanced out of future earnings in the host country� In such a situation� the

absolute value of current income �and not relative to abroad� matters for some range �

when assets are inadequate to �nance the move� When the wage rises� some households

which may have been willing to migrate for some time can do so� �nancing the move

out of current income� This reasoning predicts a positive e�ect of home wage�income

on migration propensity for some range of current income�

� Conclusions

In this paper we have empirically analyzed the propensity to migrate using microdata

from the German Socioeconomic Panel� Fitting a parametric Generalized Linear Model

�GLM� did not produce a satisfactory estimate of the in�uence of income� By estimat�

ing a Generalized Partial Linear Model �GPLM� we found a U�shaped relation between

income and �the systematic part of� migration propensity� This functional form was

not detected by a speci�cation search within the framework of a parametric GLM�

We have argued that the estimated in�uence may be explained by a number of

alternative determinants of migration� including the recently proposed option�value�of�

waiting theory� liquidity constraints� wealth�conditioned immobility� as well as unob�

servable heterogeneity�
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Appendix� Algorithm for GPLM

In this section we indicate how the estimates b�� cm� m and the test statistic can be

numerically computed� The algorithm can be motivated as follows� Consider the

parametric �pro�le� likelihood function

L��� �
nX
i
�

L��i��� yi�� ���

�



�i�� � GfxTi � �m��ti�g� This function is optimized to obtain an estimate for �� The

smoothed or local likelihood

Lh �m��t�� �
nX
i
�

Kh�t� ti�Lf�i�m��t�� yig� ����

�i�m��t� � GfxTi ��m��t�g is optimized to estimate the smooth function m��t� at point

t� The local weights Kh�t � ti� here denote kernel weights with K denoting a kernel

function and h the bandwidth�

Abbreviate now mj � m��tj� and the individual log�likelihood in yi by

i�	� � LfG�	�� yig�

In the following� �i and ��i denote the derivatives of i�	� with respect to 	� The

maximization of the local likelihood ���� requires to solve

� �
nX
i
�

�i�x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�� ��	�

For � we have from ��� to solve

� �
nX
i
�

�i�x
T
i � �mi� fxi �m�

ig� ����

A further di�erentiation of ��	� leads to an expression for the derivative m�
j of mj with

respect to �

m�
j � �

nP
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�xi

nP
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�

� ��
�

Equations ��	������ imply the following iterative Newton�Raphson type algorithm�

Alternatively� the functions ��i can be replaced by their expectations �w�r�t� to yi� to

obtain a Fisher scoring type procedure�

�



Pro�le Likelihood Algorithm

� updating step for �

�new � � � B��
nX
i
�

�i�x
T
i � �mi� exi

with a Hessian type matrix

B �
nX
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mi� exiexTi

and

exj � xj �
nP
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj� xi

nP
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�

�

� updating step for mj

mnew
j � mj �

nP
i
�

�i�x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�

nP
i
�

��i �x
T
i � �mj�Kh�ti � tj�

�

The updating step for mj is of quite complex structure� In some models �in particu�

lar for identity and exponential link functions G� equation ��	� can be solved explicitly

for mj� For more details on this algortihm and possible simpli�cations we refer to

M�uller �������

To obtain the bias corrected parametric estimate m� one has only to apply the

updating step for mj � m��tj�� keeping e� �xed�
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